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Topical importance: The research is dedicated to the actual problems which deal with the increasing role of design of clothes and fashion in public life. The fashion industry is rapidly developing and expanding its borders, establishing joint projects in the framework of international cooperation. Vocabulary of fashion is very dynamic stratum, constantly changing and replenishing, and it needs a comprehensive study. Composition and the importance of its investigation concern different aspects of the linguistics.

Goals: fully describe and analyse terminological and not terminological vocabulary of design of clothes and fashion in the social linguistic aspect at the example of Spanish language.

Tasks: to examine linguistic basics of terminology as a special science, to examine peculiarities of design of clothes and fashion as a field of knowledge, to study the Spanish term system and detect the most popular thematic groups, to analyse peculiarities of the formation of the Spanish terms and lexemes that refer to the sphere of design of clothes and fashion.

Theoretical value and practical applicability: the research is of great value for further scientific investigations in the fields of the linguistics, terminology and lexicology. It can be useful in the theory and the practice of the translation, leaning and teaching the Spanish of the sphere of design of clothes and fashion.

Results: the research gives a deep integrated analysis of the terminological and not terminological vocabulary of design of clothes and fashion in the social linguistic aspect at the example of Spanish language and detects its particularities.

Implementation advice: this research outlines further perspectives of the development of the terminology as a science and of the investigations in the field of design of clothes and fashion in Spanish language.